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ABSTRACT
Speech signals are effected by noise generated by various sources of interferences. Removing noise from
speech signals can be regarded as an active research area in signal processing. Thus, we need powerful
methods in this area. Therefore, Function Fitting (FitNet) Artificial Neural Networks model was used in this paper
for enhancing speech signals. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was used during FitNet learning process to optimize
the FitNet learning parameters (such as learning rate, momentum variable and network weights) to achieve best results
of speech signal enhancement. At the same time, different optimization techniques for optimizing the values of learning
parameters were suggested in this work. This is done to improve the performance of FitNet model for signal
enhancement. Better results (320 learning steps, PSNR equal 38 and mean square error (MSE) equal 0.0027) from
experiments were achieved when adopting PSO with FitNet with swarm size equal 40 and PSO number of iterations
equal 100. Good results (312 learning steps, PSNR equal 35.94 and MSE equal 0.00002) were obtained also when
adopting the suggested optimization techniques (learning rate equal 0.00003, 5 hidden units in one hidden layer with
the using of Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) as learning algorithm) for optimizing the learning parameters.

Keywords: Signal Enhancement, Artificial Neural Networks, Function Fitting Model, Particle Swarm
Optimization
1.

INTRODUCTION

Removing noise from speech signals can be
regarded as a challenge problem in applications of
speech
enhancement,
recognition
and
communication. Approaches related to noise
reduction can be considered to reduce noise in
speech signals under noisy environment. Many
researches over past years were focused on this
problem.
In the last years, the technologies related to
multimedia applications have been increased. The
capability of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to
approximate any non-linear function also makes
them suitable for non-linear transformations
commonly used in speech feature extraction [1]-[5].
Thus, ANNs had been widely used in the
applications of image and signal processing [6], [7].

Many ANNs models that differ in architecture and
training algorithms were suggested in the past.
Multi layers ANNs and backpropagation neural
network (BPNN) are largely used ANN models.
Many literature studies were focused on approaches
that speeding up the ANNs learning process [8],
[9]. Therefore, we focus in this paper on suggesting
approaches that reduce the learning time as possible
as of the used ANN model.
Signal enhancement is process of performing
filtering of a signal for noise reduction. Recently,
ANNs are found to be an efficient tool for signal
enhancement. ANNs can be used as a signal
filtering approach to remove noise from any speech
signal [10], [11].
An appropriate ANN approaches, architectures and
learning parameters can be applied. Few literature
researches suggested different ANNs models for
removing noise from speech signal [11]-[19]. It is
important to evaluate ANN approaches for solving
signal processing problems [10].
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Thus, we need to analyze these literature studies
and suggest an approach for speech signal
enhancement that leads to: less ANN learning time,
less Mean Square Error (MSE) and best Peek
Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR).
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an
optimization technique that is based on swarm
intelligence to solve optimization problems. The
algorithm is widely used [20]-[22]. PSO was used
for solving different recognizing problems. We
adopted PSO in our previous researches [23]-[25]
for solving different problems. PSO is used with
ANN in research [26] for noise reduction. And used
also in [27] for speech recognition
In this paper, Function Fitting (FitNet) ANN model
was constructed with different architectures and
learning parameters for speech signal enhancement.
Many optimization techniques for obtaining best
values of learning parameters were suggested in
this paper. This is done to improve the performance
of FitNet ANN learning process and get best
results.
At the same time, PSO was used in this work for
optimizing the learning rate, momentum variable
and network weights. This is done to increase the
performance of speech signal enhancement system.
Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peek Signal to
Noise Ratio (PSNR) were used to examine the
performance of FitNet model.
In the remaining of this paper: related studies were
included in section 2. Section 3 includes description
of noise reduction whereas section 4 describes the
steps of PSO algorithm. Section 5 describes the
research methodology. Section 6 includes
experiments and finally section 7 concludes this
work.
2.

RELATED STUDIES

ANN includes many neurons that operate in
parallel and connected via weights. Speech signal
enhancement includes processing of noisy speech
to improve the quality of speech signal. Tlucak,
1999 [12] listed ANNs approaches for speech
enhancement.
Whereas, Badri, 2010 [13] used BPNN and
Recurrent network to enhance the noisy signals.
And, Kevin (1988) [11] used BPNN approach to
filter noise from signals. Experiments were
conducted in this study using speech inputs. In
order to compute the performance of ANN, the
ANN outputs were compared with original speech
signals.
And, Miry, et. al., 2011 [14] Adopted noise
removing approach from speech signals using fuzzy
and ANN
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And, Pankaj and Anil (2012) [15] listed adaptive
techniques for removing noise from speech signals
such as: Adaptive Noise Cancellation (ANC)
Whereas, Chatterjee, et, al. (2013) [17] described
Backpropagation ANN (BPNN) technique for
enhancing the ECG signal. This is done using
Recursive Least Square (RLC) algorithm. At the
same time, Debananda, et, al. (2012) [16] described
a noise filtering techniques using BPNN for signal
enhancement. And, Andrew, et, al. (2012) [18]
presented a recurrent auto encoder neural network
for signal enhancement. This was used for
automatic speech recognition (ASR).
Most of these literature studies includes limitations
in performance (PSNR and MSE) in speech signal
enhancement. We need to suggest ANN
methodology that overcome as possible as these
limitations and speed up the convergence time of
ANN model.
We had been suggested in previous research (O. AlAllaf (2015) [19] to use ANN models with different
architectures for increasing the performance of
speech signal enhancement. These models are:
Function Fitting (FitNet), Nonlinear Autoregressive
(NARX), Recurrent (RNNs), and CascadedForwardNet. The four ANN models had been
constructed and implemented using MathLab 2013a
for signal enhancement. The training process of the
four ANN models was conducted separatelly based
on three optimization algorithms: Gradient descent
(GD); Gradient descent with momentum (GDM);
and Levenberg-Marquardt (LM). Experiments were
executed based on different ANN architecture and
learning parameters to determine the ANN model
that lead to best performance. We got some
limitations related to long ANN learning time.
Therefore, in this work, PSO is used to optimize the
ANN weights, learning rate and momentum
variable. This is done to speed up learning process
and enhance the speech signals by obtaining high
PSNR, less MSE and best values of R2 (coefficient
of determination of a linear regression).
At the same time, we suggested in this paper many
optimization techniques related to learning
parameters. This is done to obtain best values of
FitNet ANN learning parameters (learning rate,
momentum variables, number of hidden layers, and
number of hidden units) to speed up FitNet learning
process and get best results.
3.

NOISE
REDUCTION
SIGNALS

IN

SPEECH

The techniques of speech enhancement focus on
reducing noise from speech signal. Different
techniques such as temporal filtering; spatial
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temporal filtering; beamforming adaptive filtering;
and so on, can be used for speech enhancement [4].
Many sytems related to speech signal
enhancement
had
been
suggested
and
experimented. These systems were based on
cleaning speech signals from noise. This is based
on improving the value of PSNR to improve the
quality of speech signals. The performance of these
systems were based on noise type and noise
information [28].
The problem of noise reduction focus on recovering
a speech signal x(n) from noisy speech signal y(n)
that is corrupted using noise v(n) as shown in (1)
[4]:
y (n) = x(n) + v (n)

The additive noise is represented by Gaussian
random process. The noise is assumed to be
uncorrelated with the clean speech signal x(n). The
relationship of speech signal model in Discrete
Frequency Domain (DFD) can be obtained by
applying Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to (1)
[4]. Speech enhancement methods can be classified
into four main techniques: Filtering [29], [30], [17];
Noise subtraction [31]; Space Mapping [32]; and
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [33]. All of these
techniques were described in details in our previous
research [19].
4.

PARTICAL SWARM OPTIMIZATION

PSO concepts were described in details in
references [20]-[25]. Figure 1 describes the main
steps of PSO [25]. Any individual in a population
can be represented by a particle as N dimensional
vector solution. The fitness function is computed
for each particle. The particle position is adjusted
according to (2) (to calculate the new velocity of
this particle) to move to optimal position. This is
done by comparing with other particles' neighbors
[20]-[25].
v i ( t + 1) = w × v i ( t ) +
( c1 × rand × ( Pbest ( t ) − x i ( t ))) +
( c 2 × rand × ( Gbest ( t ) − x i ( t )))

Where,
W: weight that is ranged from 0 to 1,
V[]: particle velocity,
C1, C2: speeding factors with value 2,
Pbest: best value of particle i,
Xi: ith particle of swarm,
Gbest: best value that one of swarm particle
reach it,
The new fitness of particle is calculated using (3)
[20]-[25]:
x i ( t + 1) = x i (t ) + v i ( t + 1)

5.

(1)

(2)
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(3)

PRESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Different ANN models such as: Cascaded
Forward Neural Networks [34]-[36]; Function
Fitting ANN [34], [35]; Nonlinear Auto-Regressive
eXogenous (NARX) [34], [35]; Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) [34]-[38]; were constructed,
implemented and discussed to remove noise from
any signal (in details) in our previous research [19].
Many training algorithms for ANN models:
Gradient descent (GD); Gradient descent with
momentum (GDM); and Levenberg-Marquardt
(LM) were adopted to train these models [19].
Experiments were conducted with good results. In
many experiments, the training process may require
long time. Therefore, we focus in this paper on
selecting best values of ANN learning parameters
for speech signal enhancement. This is done by
suggesting many techniques and using PSO as will
be shown in next sub sections 5.4 and 5.5.
5.1 Architecture and Parameters
FitNet ANN model that includes input, hidden
and output layers was constructed in this work.
Two neurons in input layer (One for signal and
other for the noise) and 15 hidden units in hidden
layer. One output unit that represent the signal after
removing noise.
Three optimization training algorithms (GD; GDM
and LM) were used to train the FitNet model
separately.
The weights between input layer and hidden layer,
and also the weights between hidden layer and
output layer were initialized randomly within a
certain range.
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Figure.1: PSO algorithm [25]

Figure 2 shows the ANN FitNet model for speech
signal enhancement. The training and testing
processes were discussed later in the next sub
sections 5.2 and 5.3. Simulation programs were
written to implement the learning and testing
processes of FitNet model.
The MathLab 2013a software was used to write
these programs of speech signal enhancement
system.
The signal sample size equal 50000 and the size of
noise sample equal 50000. Audio files including
music with song from MathLab Library (2013a)
were used in training process.
Training samples were taken from MathLab library.
Testing samples were downloaded from website
"Odyssey FX | Wav Sound Effects" [39].

The FitNet ANN shown in Figure 2 consists of
three layers. Each layer includes many neurons that
are connected via weights. The sigmoid activation
function is calculated for each neuron as shown in
(4) and (5) [6], [8], [10].
N +1

net p ( j ) =

∑ w( j, i) ⋅ x

p

( i ),1 ≤ j ≤ N h

(4)

i =1

f ( net p ( j )) =

1
1+ e

− net p ( j )

(5)

Whereas FitNet ANN error can be calculated using
(6) to find the performance of network [6], [8],
[10].
1 Nv
(6)
E (k ) =
∑ [t pk − y pk ] 2
N v p =1
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Many techniques were suggested later in sub
section 5.4 to get best values of learning parameters
(learning rate, momentum variables and number of
hidden units) to speed up the convergence time and
avoid local minima of ANN model.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

We will discussed also in sub section 5.5 the
adoption of PSO to find the best values of learning
parameters of FitNet ANN model for speech signal
enhancement system to get better results.

(a) Input (noisy speech signal)

(b) FitNet ANN with 2 inputs and one output

(c) Output (Speech signal after removing noise)
Figure 2: (a)(b)(c) FitNet model for signal enhancement

5.2 Training Process of FitNet ANN Model
The training process of FitNet model includes
many steps [19]:
1) Initializing the FitNet ANN weights with
random numbers in the rage [0.001..0.009].
2) Initializing the learning parameters of training
algorithm that is used to train the FitNet
model. The values of learning rate (η) and
momentum variable (α) are initialized with
values in the range [0.1..0.9].
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3) Set the variable "iterations" to zero. This
variable is used to count the number of steps
required to train the FitNet ANN model
4) Set the variable "Threshold error" with
0.0000001. This variable is used to test if the
FitNet model is trained or not.
5) Set the variable "Total_error" to zero. This
variable is used to compute the overall error of
FitNet ANN.
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NETj = ∑ X i Wji + θ j

Use momentum variable (α) ranged from 0.0 to
1.0 to reduce FitNet training time and enhance
stability of learning process. The momentum
variable is added to the weight adjustment
equation that is proportional to the amount of
previous weight change as in (8) and (9) [8].

W jinew = W jiold + [ ∆ W jiq ] new

(8)

[∆Wjiq ]new = η δiq Oqj −1 + α [∆Wjiq ]old

(9)

Use beta (β) ranged from 0.1 to 1 in the
sigmoidal function during FitNet training to
determine steepness of sigmoid function shape
as shown in (10) and (11). When β is set to
0.1, the learning is slowly converge, but when
the value of β is set to 1, instability may
occur.
OUT = F ( NET j ) =

5.3 Testing Process of FitNet ANN Model
The training process of FitNet model includes
many steps [19]:
1) Open the file that includes the speech signal to
be used in testing process. Read the sound
signal to be used as "input signal" to input
layer neuron.
2) Add noise to this sound signal by adding
random noise to second input neuron.
3) Calculate outputs of hidden layer neurons
using and also outputs of output layer neurons
using (4) and (5).
4) Calculate the PSNR of input noisy signal.Then
calculate the PSNR, MSE and R2 of output
clean signal.
5.4 Optimizing Learning Parameters
The performance of FitNet ANN model can be
improved by applying many techniques to learning
parameters used in training algorithm:
Add bias unit (θ) of value equal 1 for each
FitNet layer except the output layer. This is to
provide a constant term in weighted sum of next
layer units as in (7) to improve FitNet
convergence.

(7)

i =1

6) Increment variable "iterations" with one.
7) Set variable "i" with 0. Where variable "i"
represent signal sequence)
8) Open the file that includes the sound signal
(si) that is selected to be used in FitNet ANN
training, and then read the signal (si). This
sound signal (si) is use as "input signal" to
input layer neuron. Add noise to this sound
signal (si) by adding random noise to second
input neuron.
9) Initialize "target output" of the FitNet ANN
model to be same as "input signal".
10) Calculate the outputs of hidden layer neurons
and the outputs of output layer neurons using
(4) and (5).
11) Calculate the error(i) of the signal (si): target
output – actual output. Also, calculate
Total_Error of FitNet using (6).
12) Increment "i" variable with one. If there is
another sound signal to be used in training,
then go to step8, otherwise, go to step 13.
13) Update weights between output and hidden
layer units and also weights between hidden
and input layer neurons using (8) and (9).
14) If Total_error <= Threshold_error then stop.
Otherwise , then go to step 5.

1
1+ e

β × NET

(10)
j

F ι ( NET j ) = β × ( OUT (1 − OUT ))

(11)

Adding random Noise during the training
process.to avoid the local minimum problem
in FitNet training. This is to shift the location
of error function by permitting the descent
process to escape from local minimum and
continue on its downward search for a global
minimum. Adding random noise can improve
the network’s ability to generalize.
Changing learning rate value (η) by allowing
the value of η to begin at a high value and to
decrease during the learning process. This is
for efficient FitNet learning.
5.5 PSO for Selecting Best Learning Parameters
of ANN Training Algorithm
PSO is adopted in this paper to select best
values of: networks weights, learning rate and
momentum variables. These learning parameters
are used in training algorithm for FitNet ANN
learning process for speech signal enhancement
system. This is done to get better PSNR, lowest
MSE and reduce the learning time as possible as.
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Many steps will be executed to combine PSO with
ANN training algorithm that is used to train FitNet
ANN model:
The PSO algorithm, its parameters, variables
and equations were disscused earlier in details
in section 4 and Figure 1.
The PSO algorithm is called at the beginning of
executing the training algorithm of FitNet ANN
model. This is done after initialization of
learning parameters of ANN training algorithm.
The randomly initialized FitNet ANN learning
rate, momentum variable, weights between
input and hidden layers' neurons and the
weights between hidden and output layers'
neurons are used as particles of PSO population
in the first PSO generation.

6.
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between the output clean signal and input noisy
signal to check the quality of signal enhancement
system. The efficiency of this FitNet ANN model
was tested by several speech signals.
The first Three experiments were based on
training the FitNet model separately using the LM,
GM and GDM training algorithms respectively.
One simulation program for each experiment. Table
1 shows: MSE, PSNR, R2 and the number of
iteration required to train FitNet model.
Table 1: FitNet (with 10 hidden units) results
Algorithm
LM
GD
GDM

Iterations
414
475
460

MSE

PSNR

R2

0.00005
0.0011
0.0006

35.34
34.23
34.75

0.99
0.97
0.98

PSO is executed according to its initalized
variables, parameters and equations as discussed
in Figure 1. This execution is repeated until
reach the best values of ANN learning
parameters and required number of PSO
generations.

We can note from Table 1 that, best results
(smallest number of iterations, high value of PSNR,
least MSE) were obtained using the LevenbergMarquardt (LM) training algorithm.

After that, the particles in population of last
PSO generation represent the best values of:
FitNet ANN learning rate, momentum variable,
weights between input and hidden layers'
neurons and weights between hidden and
output layers' neurons. These values are used to
begin the execution of FitNet ANN training
algorithm.

6.1 Optimization of Learning Rate
Other Four experiments were conducted for
training the FitNet model using LevenbergMarquardt (LM) algorithm with 10 hidden units
using different values of learning rate (0.03, 0.003,
0.0003 and 0.00003) separately. Table 2 shows:
number of iterations, MSE, PSNR and R2 for each
FitNet experiment.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The architecture of FitNet ANN model and
training algorithms were discussed earlier in sub
section 5.1. And the speech signal samples that
were used for training and testing processes were
discussed also in sub section 5.1.
Also the research parameters such as learning
rate, momentum variable, ANN weights, threshold
error and other variables used in ANN training
algorithm were discussed also in sub section 5.2.
The constructed FitNet model consists of 3
layers (input layer, hidden layer and output layer).
The input layer includes Two neurons: one
represent speech signal and other neuron to
represent noise. The hidden layer includes 10
neurons. Finally output layer includes only one
neuron that represent the clean speech signal after
removing noise from it as shown in Figure 2.
Number of iterations, MSE, R2 and PSNR are
used to check the performance of the signal
enhancement system. PSNR will be calculated

learning
rate
0.03
0.003
0.0003
0.00003

Table 2: Effects of learning rate
R2
PSNR
MSE
0.98
0.94
0.994
0.997

35.37
35.76
35.96
36.01

0.00006
0.00003
0.00011
0.00001

Iter –
ations
413
397
365
311

We can note from Table 2 that there are no
notable differences between the values of MSE,
PSNR and R2 for these Four experiments when
decreasing the value of learning rate. But the
number of iterations were decreased when
decreasing learning rate.
We suggest in this paper to use PSO algorithm to
select best value of learning rate that is appropriate
to the constructed FitNet ANN architecture.
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6.2 Optimization of Number of Hidden Layers
and Hidden Neurons in Hidden Layer
To select the best value of number of hidden
neurons in hidden layer, other Three experiments
were executed. This is done based on training the
FitNet ANN model using LM algorithm with
different number of hidden layer neurons (5, 15 and
25) separately. The value of learning rate is
selected to be 0.00003. Table 3 shows the impact of
number of hidden neurons on: number of iterations,
MSE, PSNR and R2 factors.
Table 3: Different Number of hidden units in
hidden layer
Number
of hidden
neurons

R2

PSNR

MSE

Iterations

5
15
25

0.994
0.996
0.999

35.94
35.97
36.98

0.00002
0.00001
0.00001

312
397
423

We can note from Table 3 that increasing the
number of hidden layer neurons for this FitNet
ANN model will lead to increasing the number of
iterations required for learning process. At the same
time, there is no big differences in values of MSE,
PSNR and R2.
To decide the best value of number of hidden layers
in the constructed FitNet ANN model, another Four
experiments were executed using different number
of hidden layers (1, 2, 3, 4) separately each with 15
hidden units. Table 4 shows the results of these
Four experiments.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

The quality of output clean speech signal is
examined using PSNR. The PSNR of the input noisy
speech signal is calculated. This is done by applying
the noisy speech signal to the input layer of FitNet
model and executing the testing algorithm (sub
section 5.3). After that the PSNR of the output
speech signal is calculated to determine the ability
of FitNet model to enhance noisy speech signals.
As results of testing process: MSE is 0.00007;
PSNR of input noisy signal is equal to 16.22, and
PSNR of output clean signal is equal to 34.22. As a
result, FitNet model has the ability to remove noise
from any speech signal with small differences
between PSNR values. At the same time, the values
of PSNR of output signal is high according to the
values of PSNR of corresponding input noisy signal.
The FitNet model was tested using trained and
untrained speech signals. Figure 2 shows the input
noisy speech signal which was already used in
training process. Figure 2 shows also the trained
speech signal after removing noise from it using
FitNet model.
Whereas, Figure 3 shows the
untrained speech signal after removing noise using
FitNet model. The MSE value is equal to 0.000081;
PSNR of input noisy Signal is equal to 20.45; and
PSNR of output clean Signal is equal to 34.55.

(a) Original Signal

Table 4: Different Number of hidden layers
Number R2
PSNR
MSE
Iteraof
tions
hidden
layers
1
0.996 37.97
0.00001
397
2
0.997 36.98
0.00004
423
3
0.998 35.97
0.00059
498
4
0.999 34.97
0.00098
560

(b) Noisy Signal

We can note from Table 4 that increasing the
number of hidden layers will increase the learning
time with little different in FitNet performance.
FitNet ANN model with 4 hidden layers require
greater value of number of iterations.
6.3 Testing Process and Untrained Signals
The testing process of the FitNet ANN model
was based on using LM training algorithm and 10
hidden units in one hidden layer.

(c)Signal After Removing Noise
Figure 3: (a) Original untrained speech signal,
(b) Untrained speech signal with noise,
(c) Speech signal after filtering using FitNet

Different untrained noisy speech signals were
used also in testing process of FitNet ANN model
with 10 hidden units in one hidden layer that is
trained using LM algorithm.
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Figure 4 shows the results of FitNet ANN
testing process of Five different untrained speech
signals.
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swarm size to 40 and decreasing number of PSO
iterations to 100. Also, the number of iterations
required to train the FitNet ANN is reduced to 320
iterations.
6.5 Comparisions with other Works
The results of literature studies related to speech
signal enhancement using ANN showed that,
performance of suggested ANN models to enhance
untrained signal is low in comparision with the the
trained speech signals. At the same time, many of
the suggested ANN models in literature studies
require long time for convergence. Table 6 shows
the comparisons between the related studies and our
work.

7.

Figure 4: Differences of PSNR of noisy and clean
untrained speech signals

6.4 Different Swarm size and Iterations in PSO
Five experiments were executed based on
different PSO swarm size (20, 30 and 40) and
different number of iterations (100 and 150) for
optimizing the learning parameters of FitNet.
FitNet model with 10 hidden units in one hidden
layer. This model is trained using LM algorithm.
Table 5 shows the MSE, PSNR and number of
iterations required for training process.
Table 5: FitNet Results when Using PSO

FitNet
Leaning
Iterations

MSE

PSNR

320

0.0000
27

38

Swarm=40
Iterations=150

368

0.0096

37

Swarm=30
Iterations=100

397

0.0031

37

Swarm=30
Iterations=150

420

0.0055

33

Swarm=20
Iterations=150

463

0.0089

30

PSO
parameters
Swarm =40
Iterations=100

CONCLUSION

In this paper, FitNet ANN model was
constructed with 3 layers for speech signal
enhancement to remove noise from any speech
signal. The input layer includes one neuron for
speech signal and other neuron for noise. The
output layer consists of one neuron that represent
clean speech signal. Different number of neurons in
hidden layer were used for FitNet model (5, 15 and
25) respectively. The FitNet ANN was trained
separately using three different training algorithms
(GD; GDM and LM). PSO algorithm was used to
optimize the FitNet learning parameters and
weights. The FitNet training and testing programs
were written using MathLab 2013a software.
Training samples: stereo speech signals (noisy and
clean) were taken from MathLab 2013a. Testing
samples obtained from Odyssey FX | Wav Sound
Effects [39].
Many experiments were conducted for
training/testing FitNet model. This is done
separately with different: number of hidden layers,
number of hidden layer neurons, learning
parameters to get best results.
We can note from experimental results that
decreasing the value of learning rate will decrease
the number of iterations required for FitNet
training. At the same time, increasing the number
of hidden layers and also number of hidden
neurons will increase number of iterations for
learning process. FitNet model has the ability to
remove noise from trained and untrained speech
signals.

We can note from Table 5 that the best results
(better PSNR is equal 38 and lowest MSE is equal
0.0027) were obtained when increasing the PSO
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Table 6: Comparisons Between Different Studies

Research

ANN
Model
BPNN

Architecture

Training
algorithms
BP

Performance
Measures
MSE=0.1
Frequency

J. Tlucak, et al
[12]

BPNN

3 layers
5 input neurons
Many hidden neurons
One output neurons

BP

Error=0.07
SNR=36.6

Lubna
Badri,
2010 [13]

Multilayer
Neural
Network
(MLNN)
and RNN

4layers
2 input neurons
2 hidden layers
(7 units, 3units)
1 output neuron

GD,
GDM,
GDA,
LM, and
GDX

MSE = 0.0112285

BPNN

4layers
Input layer
2 hidden layers
One output layer
3 layers
2 input neurons
10 hidden neurons
1 output neurons

BP

3 layers
1,2,3 and 4 hidden
layers
2 input neurons
10 hidden neurons
1 output neuron

Kevin S. Cox
(1988) [11]

Debananda
Padhi, et,
(2012) [16]

al

O.
Al-Allaf
(2015) [19]

FitNet
NARX
RNN
Cascaded

Our work
O.
Al-Allaf
(2017)

FitNet
With PSO

Finally, we suggested many recommendations
to optimizing the FitNet learning parameters to
improve the performance of learning process and
get best results. These recommendations are:
adding bias unit; using momentum variable (α);
changing learning rate (η) during learning process;
using the beta term (β); and adding small random
noise to FitNet weights. We suggested to use other
optimization algorithms in future research to
improve our results as possible as.
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MSE (MLNN)=
0.0153542
MSE
(RNN)=
0.0151797

Testing
ability
Satisfied
only trained
samples
Satisfied
only trained
samples

Satisfied
only trained
samples

Time
MSE
PSNR
(not mentioned)

Satisfied
only trained
samples

LM,
GD, and
GDM

MSE=0.00005
PSNR=35.35
R2=0.99
Iterations=413

Satisfy
trained/
untrained
samples

LM,
GD, and
GDM

MSE=0.000027
PSNR=38
R2=0.994
Iterations=320

Satisfy
trained/
untrained
samples
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